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#TR-DST-GA
plate is .400” wide

$41.99
#TR-Jaeg

plate is .400” wide
$41.99

Replacement Target Trigger for T/C Hawken
The Thompson Center Hawken and 
Renegade rifles are well made reliable fire-
arms. With the addition of our replace-

ment target trigger, you can have improved performance. Our finely finished adjustable trigger 
helps eliminate flinching and removes the “sting” of the harsher factory trigger.  You will feel the 
quality, with every squeeze of the trigger. Installation instructions are included. These are easily 
fitted to the Lyman Great Plains Rifle, CVA Hawken, InvestArm Hawken, and Cabela’s Hawken.
#TR-DST-TC double-lever, double set trigger only $43.99

Spare parts:
#TR-DST-TC-PL trigger plate $00.00
#TR-DST-6-FT trigger, front, tempered. $11.99
#TR-DST-6-RT trigger, rear, tempered $11.99
#TR-DST-1-MS mainspring, tempered $ 9.99
#TR-DST-1-MSX mainspring screw, 6-40, 3/8” $ 1.99
#TR-DST-6-FTS front trigger spring, tempered $ 2.99
#TR-DST-1-TAX trigger adjustment screw, 3-48 $ 1.75
#Pin-3-32 trigger pivot pin $  .50

#TR-520
plate is .372” wide

$37.99

Double Set Trigger, with short  bar:
 This inexpensive double lever double set trigger has a curved front trigger. It may be fired 
set or unset. A tiny backlash adjustment screw is fitted behind the rear trigger. Turn this screw 
inboard, slowly, until the lock will cock before the trigger is set. Turn this screw outboard, 
to  increase rear trigger travel under mainspring tension. The trigger adjustment screw is 
between the triggers. Latch the rear trigger, turn it inboard to zero, then back out, one turn.
#TR-520 trigger, double-lever, double set, short only $37.99

Spare parts:
#TR-520-FT front trigger, tempered only $  7.99
#TR-500-FTS front trigger spring only $  4.99
#TR-500-MS mainspring only $  4.99
#TR-500-MSX mainspring screw only $  1.00
#TR-500-Pin trigger pivot pin only $  1.00
#TR-500-PL trigger plate only $ 9.99
#TR-500-Tax trigger adjustment screw only $  1.00
#TR-520-RT rear trigger, tempered only $  7.99

Jaeger set trigger and kit: 
This double lever set trigger, has a curled front trigger, and a straight rear trigger which 

sets flat to the wrist. It requires an open bow triggerguard. The rear trigger has  octagon flats 
which echo the  theme of the octagon barrel. The trigger plate is about .400” wide. Wax cast 
steel parts are finished,  tempered. We stock all spare parts. Spare parts are  tempered. Soft 
annealed spare parts, which you can bend or fit to antique guns, are available on request.
#TR-Jaeg Jaeger double set trigger, assembled only $41.99
#TR-Jaeg-K Jaeger trigger kit, as cast parts, with instructions only $30.50

Spare parts for #TR-DST-6 trigger and kit:
#TR-DST-6-PL trigger plate, .400” wide $13.99
#TR-DST-6-FT trigger, front, tempered $11.99
#TR-Jaeg-RT trigger, rear, tempered $11.99
#TR-DST-1-MS mainspring, tempered $  9.99
#TR-DST-1-MSX mainspring screw, 6-40, 3/8” $ 1.99
#TR-DST-6-FTS front trigger spring, tempered $ 2.99
#TR-DST-1-TAX trigger adjustment screw, 3-48 $ 1.75
#Pin-3-32 trigger pivot pin $  .50

Golden Age double set trigger and kit:
Our exact full size pho- tograph shows this 

trigger in the “set” position, revealing the  maximum spacing of the two triggers. Although 
the rear  trigger is gently curled, this trigger can be used with a medium size triggerguard 
bow. The trigger plate is about .400” wide.

 Neatly finished, this trigger has just enough backlash or free-play to allow the lock to be 
cocked, before the trigger is set. Shortening the mainspring’s tip will increase free-play, if 
necessary. Your lock must have a “fly” detent in half cock. We can supply spare parts for this 
trigger. Available as a kit, or assembled, tuned, ready for use. Made in the U.S.A.

Shorten the rear trigger, if necessary, to fit your triggerguard bow. See full size photos.
#TR-DST-GA trigger, double lever, double set, assembled $41.99
#TR-DST-GA-K trigger kit, as cast parts, with instructions $30.50

Spare parts for Golden Age double set trigger #TR-DST-GA:
For safety, set triggers must be secure when set, even without the front spring.

#TR-DST-6-PL trigger plate, .400” wide $13.99
#TR-DST-6-FT trigger, front, tempered $11.99
#TR-DST-GA-RT trigger, rear, tempered $11.99
#TR-DST-1-MS mainspring, tempered $ 9.99
#TR-DST-1-MSX mainspring screw, 6-40 $ 1.99
#TR-DST-6-FTS front trigger spring $ 2.99
#TR-DST-1-TAX adjustment screw, 3-48 $ 1.75
#Pin-3-32 trigger pivot pin, 3/32” $  .50

Double Set Triggers

#TR-DST-TC
round ends,

plate is .500” wide
$43.99
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